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in all the confusion and the anticipation for our seminar, we did not describe one thing quite correctly.
The last month were so confusing, separating humans,

A world without touch, without freedom, without dance, without everything that belongs to Hedoné. 
This is why we decided to become a part of the documentation of our great friend Natalia this year. 

Natalija Yefimkina is a Price wining director who is known for her spiritual approach in her work. Frank Amann is a
Fiction Cinematographer.

With a generous and picturesque language, allowing all angels to shine.
We want to show a small piece of what we are.

And to carry our vibration out into the world we have prepared a room for this project in the cellars of the castle.
In this room you will be invited to join the orgy lab.

This manual was started by our dear Adrian.
And this night it will be hosted by beautiful Luna and him.

This workshop is a center piece of our events.
And deeply loved by all Hedoné participants.

Learning the rules of letting go and being free, and at the same time, feeling safe and strengthened, this workshops
teaches how to allow yourself to feel and want.

During this metamorphic process, and only during this night, we will be filmed in this room.
And our art will be captured and hopefully be multiplied as a seed planted in the audience in cinemas all over this

planet.
Natalija and Frank both have a very special softened and almost somnambule language that makes even everyday life

become a piece of art.
Camera and director are next to visitors in this room, alongside and together with everyone.

Meaning this place is dedicated to you all. And to the purpose of the orgy manual.
All will flow and feel as free as always, because Natalijas work is about accompanying us and allowing us to shine

freely.
Whoever wants to sign up for this workshop and is willing to contribute a small part to the correct presentation and
clarity of our family is cordially invited to visit the orgy manual workshop on Friday evening. Cameras and everything

else remain exclusively in this room.
So that we can all develop and move freely.

Dear friends, dear confidante, dear family, dear
strangers,

THE FLOW 



A Sensuality, love, dance, presence, creation, expression, true beauty, truth, joy,
authenticity, humanity, ecxtasis, syncronicity, reflection, spirituality. 

Become part of a film project, a living work of art.
We invite you to be part of a very special art project and share the Hedone
philisophy/experience/consciousness with the world, inspire people and bring a new
experience to the world.

This space is specially designed for the feature film project The Flow. Here the workshops
and participants will be filmed as we flow through an evening of connection, play and
ecstacy...

THE FLOW gives an intimate insight into Berlin's (experiential) worlds and realities,
between radical openness and a new culture of consciousness, the spiritual and the
aesthetic, physicality, the search for meaning, love. A film about true touch, authentic
humanity and a new togetherness, which now seems more current than ever. 
The aesthetic imagery of the film makes it a living work of art - a sensual and creative
reflection of the authentic, which deeply touches the audience through its creative flow,
aesthetics and truthfulness and gives the opportunity to connect and immerse
themselves in this world.

THE FLOW
~enter the room of flow~

    LUNA & ADRIAN ISELIN

Friday 19:00- open / LA SAGRADA FEMENINA

https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


How to touch- consent base workshop
Lingham massage 
Orgasmic Yoga
BIO :
Luna is a Certified Somatic Sex Coach and soon to be Certified Somatic Sexological
Bodywork, which is a pioneering practice in the world of sexual wellness. Her work is
focused on Sex Education, using the body and embodiment counselling as the tools to
coach people in issues, curiosities and blockages around sexuality and sexual health. 
 Her journey into the world of sexuality began through personal work and training in
sacred sexuality, tantra and wellness. Embarking on life shifting trainings like ISTA,
delving into Vipassana mediation, and training in Tantric Massage. Since then she has
focused more on the study of sexuality from a scientific perspective, studying
anatomy, memory, the nervous system and trauma, all in support of her training in
Sexological Bodywork. 

LUNA

Luna has found deep purpose in sex
coaching and embodiment practices
and is now working with clients 1:1,
couples, giving talks and workshops to
keep developing her skills.  She see’s
this work as an ongoing journey in a
field full of possibilities. 

Instagram: @lornalunita



How to touch 
An exploration into consent through embodied practices.
We will explore the The Wheel of Consent which is a model by Dr Betty Martin that helps
us understand the different dynamics of touch and how consent comes into play within
each of these areas. In this workshop you will learn embodied consent skills, how to
ask for what you want, and set boundaries so that you can be empowered in your
sexual and intimate interactions. Consent is sexy!

Thursday 17:30 - 19:00 / VENUS 

LUNA

Lingham Massage 
The word Lingham means 'Shaft of Light' in Sanskrit. 
This workshop is for people with penis' to explore new ways of receiving touch, and for
partners to learn new ways to give touch. It is a hands on introduction into the
techniques and mindset of tantric massage.You will be guided through an intimate
ritual with your partner, where you will both learn new ways of exploring arousal. This
is a safe, private space for 8 partners to share space and practice in a group dynamic. 
Please bring one personal sarong or blanket to lie on. 
*By the term 'Partner' I simply mean person you are attending this workshop with.
If you wish to attend with more than one person that is welcome, but please discuss with the facilitator prior. 

Thursday 21:00 -22:00 / ISHTAR

Orgasmic Yoga Friday 09:00- 10:30 / IEMANJA

What is your relationship with self pleasure? Have you ever wanted to change the way
you touch yourself? Let's lift the taboo and share our experiences. As a self pleasure
coach I have some insights for you...This is an embodiment workshop where we will
explore new ways to practice self love beyond genital touch. 
We will be using breath, sound and movement to to awaken our erotic energy. 
Orgasmic Yoga is a practice that you can learn and take home for deeper exploration. 



Naked Yoga
Naked tea Party

BIO :
California native, Danielle is an artist and
activist working to normalize the body and hold
space for people to realize and appreciate their
unique, innate beauty.

DANIELLE BARNETT

Naked Yoga 

What is body positivity? What is body equality? 
Naked Yoga is an invitation to remove every day masks and armor and arrive in the
vulnerability and deepest truth of our own skin.  Naked Yoga is a celebration of these
bodies, of this life, of the beauty that is our innate being regardless of how we look.  
Be welcome.
A dynamic class suitable for all levels and all genders. 

Naked Tea Party
Welcome to be yourself and simply enjoy being alive.

instagram.com/danielle.pineapple

Saturday 20:00 -23:00 / SALON

Friday 09:00-10:30 / CIELO



Lucid Dreaming 
Aphrodite Breathing and Touch
Hatha Tantra Yoga
BIO:
Grew up in Berlin and completed Law, Economics and Praxeology Studies in his
hometown and Madrid. He has always been engaged with dancing arts and all kinds of
ball sports. As a certified Hatha and Vinyasa teacher since 2018, he teaches Ecstatic
Dance, Hatha, Vinyasa and Yin Yoga as well as Yoga Nidra and Meditation. Also trained in
Reiki, Hypnosis, he plays the drums and organizes ecstatic dances and different
workshops in and around Berlin. Don't be surprised to scream, run, sing and dance in
his classes taught in English. He teaches Yoga and Meditation at Green Yoga in Berlin.

CHRISTIAN RIPPEL

Through breathing together the participants of
this workshop will be lead into an aphrodisiac
state to let go and open the heart for touch.
Afterwards there will be a free and guided play
between the individuals accompanied by certain
selected music. People can enjoy their state in
meditation or engage into group cuddling,
touching each other and even more.

Aphrodite Breathing and Touch 
Thursday 15:00- 16:30 APHRODITE



CHRISTIAN RIPPEL

This Lucid Dreaming session guided by Christian is an immersive experience and designed to
take 
your body and your mind from a busy state to space of calmness and rest. Instead of “do”
we will just “be”. Instead of “think” we will “feel”. Instead of “rush” we will “rest”.
Accompanied by experimental music, this session will consist of deep relaxation techniques
that intend to bring us to states between consciousness and sleep. We will lie in stillness
and experience the magic of Lucid Dreaming together. 30 minutes of Lucid Dreaming equal 2
hours of your usual sleep. It is proven to help to relieve stress and tension, to rejuvenate
the body, increase concentration, decompress and recover. This effortless practise brings
many benefits - physically and mentally. It can also allow you to release unresolved
unconscious issues that are playing an unwanted role in your daily life. After the session
you will leave in a soothing state, rested and ready for the rest of the day. 

Lucid Dreaming is about finding your inner peace and calm, letting go of your day and your
worries, finding clarity. Give yourself the gift of resting. 
Lucid Dreaming is for people who seek immersive experiences, like to dive inwards and
people who are into meditation and transcendental journeys.

Lucid Dreaming Friday 16:30- 18:00 /VENUS

Hatha Tantra Yoga
Find the energy of your body through both forces "Ha" (masculine) and "Tha" (feminine). In
Tantra Yoga, the Asanas, are combined with relaxation exercises, breathing techniques,
meditation, mantras and mudras. The goal is to open yourself up to deep feelings like
sensuality and vitality; awaken healing and beneficial energies.
Lucid Dreaming is for people who seek immersive experiences, like to dive inwards and
people who are into meditation and transcendental journeys.

Saturday 09:00- 10:30 /IEMANJA 



Tantric massage Initiation
Women circle
Temple Night

This workshop is a first step into the spiritual practice of tantric massage. 

MANON

Tantric massage Initiation 

BIO :
Manon is a Tantra educator, tantric massage practitioner, burlesque performer and
women empowerment spreader. She loves to build a strong sense of sisterhood between
women and integrate sacredness and creativity into each moment. Sensuality and tantric
touch are her tools to bring more intimacy and embodiment into the world.

This is not a technical workshop, it’s about
being fully present in the moment to connect
deeply with your partner and let your sexual
energies flow with each other. It’s not a sexual
practice but it can include sexual organs if both
partners consent to it. Come by pair.

Instagram : @mllenorma

Friday  17:00- 20:00 /IEMANJA 



Women circle 

Come to the temple to explore intimacy, vulnerability and sacredness in the interaction
with yourself and others. We will start with consent tools to create a safe and intimate
container, and we will dive slowly into connexions, from a place of self-love and
authenticity. The rest of the evening will be non-guided to let you explore what feels
right and true to you in the moment. 

MANON

Temple Night with Manon

In this circle we will talk about rivalry between women and how to develop a strong
sisterhood bond during Hedoné. 
How to empower and support each other’s ? 
How to communicate our needs and fears ? 
How to see each other as allies and sisters and feel safe and supported ?

Thursday  14:00- 16:00 /ISHTAR

Thursday  23:30 /ZIVA



Latihan
Emotional release
Temple Night

THIBAUT FERBER

Latihan

BIO :
Thibault is a Tantra facilitator and sex-positive educator. His work is focused on
giving people of his generations ways to develop a more integrated approach to their
body, their relationships and their sexuality. He has been teaching sacred sexuality,
mindful consent and bodypositivity for a few years, as well as tools for conscious
community life. He is also inspired by shamanism and temple arts.

Latihan is a powerful spiritual practice from
the Javanese tradition and Laurie Handlers, a
Tantra and temple arts educator. It’s a space
for blindfolded intuitive movement, guided
with music. You can interact with others or
explore your own space. You can dive deep into
an emotional, spiritual or sensual journey

Thursday  17:00- 19:00  /CIELO



Emotional release
THIBAUT FERBER

This workshop is dedicated to give you simple tools to digest and get through any
emotion without repressing it or distracting yourself from it. Different tools will be
proposed, including meditation, breath work, energy work, voice and movement. This
workshop is not for deep-seated traumas.

Temple Night with Thibaut Ferber

Come to the temple to explore intimacy, vulnerability and sacredness in the interaction
with yourself and others. We will start with consent tools to create a safe and intimate
container, and we will dive slowly into connexions, from a place of self-love and
authenticity. The rest of the evening will be non-guided to let you explore what feels
right and true to you in the moment. 

Friday  11:30- 13:30  /ISHTAR

Thursday  23:30 /ZIVA



Journey into Creation
Ecstatic Angelic Breath

PRECILIA 

WHO :
Precilia is an inner alchemist trained in a multitude of spiritual and holistic healing
modalities such as Body Work, Divine Feminine Wisdom, Integrative Health, Ecstatic
Dance, Restorative Yoga and Breathwork. Her ecstatic offerings are infused with Tao
and Tantra and reconnects Feminine and Masculine with their authentic power. She
is on a mission to help activate the Golden Age into the New Earth : with her music
and angelic harp she guides you to be your own alchemist using your voice, body
vessel and breath, transmuting densities into love, bliss and unity expressing
through you!



Ecstatic Angelic Breathwork

PRECILIA 

Rise above the 3D densities, heaviness and distortions that have been dragging us
down. If you've felt the weight of inner critics, confusion, fear, frustration or
loneliness, this container will be a powerful gateway where we can realign, as a
community, to the light, and reprogram our subconscious minds to remember our
Divinity and the truth of Unity. 

At this time of intensifying polarisation and conflict around the world, using music,
breath and the sacred dance to create a unified field of love, unity and connection,
feels all the more essential.
Insta : @precilia

Every moment of our lives is a stroke of the paint on the canvas of our reality. What
do you want to create? 
What color is your masterpiece?  Is there glitter or sparkles? 
This is a journey deep into your creative potential, using every layer of the body and
sound to manifest your dance of creation.What magic drips from your fingertips? 
Where are the threads of light that weave through your breath? 
Give yourself permission to come back to pleasure.
 This is for you. This is your ritual of devotion to your feminine creativity. 
Your moving prayer for the New Earth.

Journey into Creation 
(Guided embodiment practice )

Saturday  09:00-10:30 /CIELO

Friday  15:00-16:30 /IEMANJA



Kings & Courtesans
The Dark Masculine - the invitation by Her

SOPHIE JOSEPHINA

Kings & Courtesans

WHO :
Sophie Josephina is a sex, relating and masculine/feminine teacher. As an ex data
scientist, she knows how to walk both worlds, walking the bridge between tantra and
neuroscience, the masculine and the feminine, the dark and the light. She leads deeply
potent programs for men (the initiation), women (healing the masculine) and co-ed
groups. She also hosts a podcast (Deeper with Sophie Josephina) where she has open and
raw conversations with men on their challenge and desires in relating.

Come play in the realms of tantra, polarity, and soul dripping
chemistry. Call a king into more of his power just by the 
way you walk. Penetrate her just with your eyes until 
she’s begging you for more. Learn the art of 
tantalising chemistry, the fullest pleasure, 
the dripping enjoyment of each other.. and maybe.. 
just for tonight.. why not try out the shoes of 
the role you wouldn’t normally take? 
Would you make a good King? 
Would you be the most seductive courtesan
 of them all?

Friday  11:30 13:30  /ANGEL'S HAVEN



The Dark Masculine - the invitation by Her
SOPHIE JOSEPHINA

How yummy is it to be pushed or push someone up the wall? Aren’t we all craving more
of this energy? And yet we dont dare to go there. Dont trust ourselves or dont trust we
will stay safe? but damn, this world is seriously parched for the masculine to take her
when she wants to be taken..
This workshop is a very powerful ritual where we, as the feminine, invite our men into
the dark masculine to heal and set free the much needed safe sacred dark masculine.
Our brothers will feel that she NEEDS him there, longs for him there. Set free your
ravishment, set free your protector, connect your cock to your heart and spirit.

Instagram : sophie.josephina

Friday  17:00 19:00  /ANGEL'S HAVEN



Tantra Massage Ritual
Tantra Sex Ritual
WHO :
Rainer is an experienced facilitator in the field of selfrealization and offers Bodywork,
Coaching and Supervision to experts in the field of leadership, personal growth and
community-building. 
In his work he emphasizes on authenticity, intuition, empathy, deep understanding and
actualization. He takes on whatever is in the room energetically and finds balance,
reconciling separation and differences into oneness and clarity. 
Rainer offers help to people who want support in their transformation. He gives
retreats, workshops and individual sessions and brings the participants and clients
into contact with their liberation. He himself began his journey of awakening very
early. 25 years of conscious personal development flow into his work today. 
He creates reference experiences and milestones, 
he gives courage and inspiration when it comes to 
rediscovering your own highest truth.
Rainer is trained in the massages of the 
Ayurvedic, Tantric and Hawaiian-Shamanic 
traditions. He brings liberated consciousness 
into the body through his touch. Topics 
can relax, solve, rearrange and realign and 
orientate themselves to the information of 
liberation.

RAINER TROST



Tantra Massage Ritual
RAINER TROST

In this workshop participants will be led through a full Tantra Massage Ritual, with
insights and experiences on the quality of touch. Rainer will share his insights and
experiences of many years in the field on the quality of touch, power of connection,
technique, intention awareness, boundaries, sequence and the of creating more depth
and intimacy between giver and receiver. Participants will receive valuable information,
practical examples, space to explore, guidance, and inspiration to develop your own
ways of Tantric Massage.  Participants will also receive some material to keep so you
can practice further after the festival. Rainer will share how you can apply the principles
of Tantra massage everywhere and ,how it can relate to your festival experience as well
as everyday life. This workshop is for absolute beginners and seasoned massage
veterans alike. 
*Bring a partner & a towel! All participants must attend this workshop as a pair!

Tantra Sex Ritual 

This workshop is a step by step manual and guide to ritualistic intercourse that is sexual
pleasure as well as meditation, healing tool and manifestation magic. 
In this intro participants are guided through a full Tantra Sex Ritual. This way of tantric
lovemaking will includes breath, yoga, self pleasure, intercourse, meditation, clearing
energies and giving blessings. 

This workshop is performed naked. Condoms and Lube will be provided. 

Friday 17:30 -20:00 / ZIVA

Friday 11:00 -13:30 / ZIVA



Technofitness - Guided Dance Journey
Ego Ritual
WHO :
PopMyEgo artist couple based in Budapest. We created a playground for our dreams and
imaginations. We do visual art, participatory performances, photoshooting rituals and
conscious dance workshops.

POP MY EGO

Technofitness - Guided Dance Journey

"When I dance I ride on the waves of music like a surfer. Through dance I’ve journeyed
through my body into my heart, past my mind into another dimension of existence, a
dimension I call ecstasy, total communion with spirit." Gabrielle Roth –
Intense dance journey with gentle verbal guidance and 
carefully curated music. We wake up and charge up 
our feminine and masculine energies through 
movements.  We will shake, wiggle, ride, fly, 
float and sweat together. 
Let's get in trance and flow on the waves 
of music.

Thursday 11:30 -13:00 / SALON



PoP My Ego - Ritual

POP MY EGO

Live collective workshop with photoshooting

Come and join to construct common live images in a specific theme. First we create a
safe space through breathing and dancing, where we move and play together freely to
music. We create a pulsating, living structure together, of which we will be all part.
The process is very natural and unfolds our intuitions and imaginations, where we
create a common visceral experience and the photo will be only a by-product of the
whole process.
 

www.instagram.com/popmyego3

Friday 11:30 -13:30 / APHRODITE 

http://www.instagram.com/popmyego3


Sensual sound journey
WHO :
I’m a sound healing artist based in the mexican jungle of Tulum working with a
variety of instruments to create sound bath experiences and sound therapy sessions.
Living in Berlin for the last ten years and experiencing different sound worlds hidden
in the underground of the urban jungle shaped my perception of music as a gateway
to transcendental states. My degree in music and my expression through different
genres combined with my love for spirituality brought me to the art of sound healing.
My passion is to create a fusion between spiritual healing techniques and
performance art and melt them together into sensual sound journeys to pleasure
your ears and soul. 

MELYIA

Sensual Sound Journey

An exploration of sound and sensuality through a guided 
meditation that is accompanied by a variety of sound 
healing instruments. Leading into trance through 
the powerful frequencies of the crystal bowls, 
the deep vibrations of the tibetan bowls - 
that can be experienced physically by placing 
them on the body - and back into reality t
hrough the healing sounds of the monochord.
The meditation will focus on the sacral 
chakra, the center of our creativity and sensuality. 

Thursday 21:00 -22:30 / ZIVA



Awakening Senses
Energizing movement and sensual touch
WHO :
Johanna Ryynänen, originally from Finland, is a contemporary dance artist living in
Berlin. In her artistic work she explores the forever changing and transforming state
of the body and mind. She draws inspiration from her experience with contemporary
dance, Yoga, Qigong and Body-Mind Centering. She is passionate about queer and
feminist issues and actively raises awareness about topics surrounding gender and
sexuality. In addition to her work with contemporary dance she has also given yoga
lessons at Frauenprojekt Mariposa that provides safe spaces for woman.

JOHANNA RYYNÄNEN



Awakening Senses
JOHANNA RYYNÄNEN

Energizing movement and sensual touch
Energizing movement and sensual touch is built upon somatic work and pleasure. With
guided exercises the participants are led through a warm up to tune into their body-mind
connection and energy state. We will connect to vibrations inside and outside of our body
and work with our own touch as a tool for amplifying pleasure, empowerment and
connection between our desires and body. We let the touch work as an impulse for
centering ourselves and moving our body in a way that generates gratification and let’s us
discover new ways of relating to our physical body and to others. Once we have explored
our desires through touch and movement, we connect with other bodies around us and
negotiate and share touch with consent. We touch, we move, we generate pleasure and let
it take us to other states and levels of being. The workshop is supported by DJ and
producer Joax Col to lead the participants into an ecstatic state together with music.

Awakening senses is a workshop based on the idea of awakening the body and its
sensations through movement. The workshop starts with tuning in through meditation and
a soft warm up and shaking practice with the intention of letting go of stress and
bringing the body and mind into a calm and relaxed state. This is followed by a guided
visualisation to bring the participants into a personal journey with body and movement in
connection with the senses. By consciously connecting to our five senses we can connect
to our surroundings and bring our bodies in harmony with the space and other bodies
around us. Tuning into our body through mindfulness we can access new dimensions of
awareness that can lead us towards intensified and heightened sensations whether
centering into ourselves or connecting to other bodies. We end the workshop by moving
and dancing from/with our sensations and senses which can let us access pleasure,
emotional release and healing in the safety of our own bodies.

Friday 11:30 -13:00 / CIELO

Saturday 09:00 -10:30 /SAGRADA FEMENINA 



The Orgy Lab
Navigating the SocioSexual Space
Part 1 :Orgy Manual
Part 2 :Orgiastic Ritual
WHO :
Adrian Iselin is a German-American sociologist, intimacy coach, and partner acrobatics
teacher, based in Berlin. His work and studies are centered around the topics of
selfactualisation, subjective well-being, effective communication, and body
inhabitation. As the production lead of Kinky Salon Berlin, he’s extensively explored
creating safe, sexy, inspiring spaces where people can openly connect on any level of
intimacy without pretence or expectation. The resulting insights have led to the
creation of this playshop.

ADRIAN ISELIN

The Orgy Lab
Navigating the SocioSexual Space
The idea of having access to many sexual partners through open relationships or indulging
in open play spaces occasionally is attractive for many reasons. It easily comes with just
as many challenges, however, and little cultural wisdom or obvious guidelines to figure
them out. Like in most charged scenarios, clear communication helps a lot from getting
things started to providing good after care. Unfortunately, there exists this idea that talk
isn't sexy. But good communication does not consist only of words. The Orgy Lab provides
a space to share and explore ideas around group sexuality in a guided and positive
environment.
This workshop of two parts of roughly 2-2.5h each. 



Part 1 :Orgy Manual
ADRIAN ISELIN

Part 2 : Orgiastic Ritual

In the first part, the Orgy Manual, we will look at some of these challenges and introduce
some techniques and ideas through easy going games and exercises to cultivate good
communication practice. This playshop is clothes on and includes no scenarios of intimate
touch. Join on your own or with any number of friends or partners. 

The second part, the Orgiastic Ritual, will provide a space to put the ideas developed in the
first part into practice. It will open with a guided segment and will then lead into an open
play space, held by a number of hosts, to make sure everyone feels good and the quality of
the space is maintained. While it is up to everyone individually how they make use of and
engage with the space, this is a full permission space, and full nudity, consensual sexual
touch and expression are welcome and fully encouraged.
 
To participate in this second part it will be necessary to 
have completed the first part, so there will also be 
some degreeof familiarity amongst participants. 
Signing up for the ritual will only be possible in 
groups of two or three.
Groups don’t have to consist of intimate partners 
but simply of people you trust and feel
comfortable to share such a space with. 

Saturday 21:30 -00:00 / ZIVA

Saturday 11:00 -13:30 / CIELO



Soul Striptease 
Men’s Circle
The Dark Feminine Embodied
Pussy Portraits & Life Drawing 
WHO :
Linda Mäkelä
Linda finds passion in expressing and embodying the depths of her soul in
performative arts as well as creating beauty and life with her hands. Her lifelong self-
discovery to deeper self-love through various spiritual practices, travels and medicine
work has helped her to reach a more fulfilling life that she is ready to share with you.
Linda’s service is to offer immersive spaces to evoke deeper connection with oneself
and one another. As a holistic practitioner and a ritual dancer she uses movement and
embodiment practices as methods to help the physical body, 
as well as the emotional and the spiritual bodies 
to self-regulate deep healing and integration. 
Linda works with care, attention, 
truth and authenticity.

ANIMAGIKA



WHO :
Steve Döschner
Curious human. Steve’s essence at the moment: “We feel the depth of a moment by
the truth that we sense in it (or project in it).Speaking from a heart place, serving
each other by checking in and reflecting about what we are doing, how we are doing
and why we are doing it. Therewith being in service to oneself and maybe for others.

Anya Ananda
Anya is a performance and research artist and writer, following the mission to embody
and express the depth of the psyche and inspire others to dive into their dark
feminine; meaning: emotions, sexuality, sensuality and intuition. After having followed
the path of our matrix and having finished her studies of theater, media and
economics as well as working in the corporate, international world, she discovered
her gift, while escaping into the vulnerable yet powerful field of the red light. This
light shined truth on the hidden side of human consciousness and it was her research
to discover it as a stripper. Connecting these observations to the actual state of our
planet and humanity, she found her mission in understanding the collective
consciousness with its shadow programs and reintegrate 
intuition.

ANIMAGIKA



WHO :

Taragh Casey
Dedicated to deeply honoring and celebrating the female body following a deeply
immersive journey of transitioning from maiden to mother, Taragh has curated this
workshop space to enable women to align their individual creative and sexual
expression. Her deep passion for creating not only aesthetic but energetically
charged spaces allows you to surrender to the safety of entering this powerful pussy
portal together.

Mathilda Hecht
A dedicated performer and magic weaver, Mathilda loves to play with fire yet is
deeply rooted in grounding embodiment spiritual practices. Her journey of self loving
has left her with a full cup which she is ready to share with you. Merging her
feminine and masculine side, embodying emotions through dancing, creating and
crafting.

Kalypso Tana
Muse, magician, dancer, artivist. Deeply in love with life. Honoring the sacred, the
beauty of life and every being in it. Celebrating life through dance, creativity, and art.
Sapiosexual, turned on by self-responsibility & authenticity. 
We are all here to help each other grow and evolve, 
find the balance and heal.

ANIMAGIKA



The Dark Feminine Embodied
by Anya Ananda

This workshop is for both, pussy owners and penis owners.
Addressing the misconception of darkness and offering a new understanding of it as
part of every individual. Diving into the concept of shadow.
Understanding the collective shadow of for example Medusa, Lillith and Hekate and
their misconception by looking into the red light district as well as into established
power structures. Sensing our dark goddess, that dwells in all genders and practicing
ways of respecting her and her power, with diving into the oriental origin of sexual
dance. Playfully perceiving the dark feminine through the masculine and feminine lens,
embodying it with love and reintegration

ANIMAGIKA

Thursday 15:00 -16:30 /  CIELO

Men circle

by Steve Döschner 

Open space to come together. Sharing circle. Safe space. Vulnerable truth place.
Listening, sharing and learning - to, for and from each other. Simple, honest and
truthful.
The men’s circle is a safe space to show all the sides that are there at that moment
and that want to be shared towards one another.
To be seen and heard by others.  

Friday 09:00 -10:30 /  ISHTAR



Soul Striptease 
by Linda Mäkelä & Steve Döschner
“We are only able to meet each other as deeply as we have met ourselves.”
This workshop invites us to find new ways to listen, identify & understand our
vulnerabilities, blockages and fears that are limiting us from true connection. With the
help of others and with carefully selected playful exercises we find new ways to
connect and interact with oneself and one another from a childlike and curious
perspective. As we move and dance the stagnant energies away, new space will appear.
Layer by layer we strip our souls free from limitations through the power of true
connection, love and care. Be ready to meet yourself and others in the most startling
ways! Let’s get juicy!

ANIMAGIKA
Thursday 15:00 -17:00 /  SALON

by Taragh Casey & Mathilda Hecht

Pussy Portraits is a safe haven, a sacred container to celebrate the pure work of art that
is your pussy.
In this intimate space we invite you to come and meet yourself in all your raw,
vulnerable, uncensored glory. We will bring our hearts and our yonis into a divine
embrace, interlocked in pure connection like they are meant to be.
In this workshop we invite and equip you to spread your legs, open your heart and reveal
the masterpiece that is HER. We will explore this creative domain with an intimate self
drawing session merging into a group life drawing session and mini exhibition.
There is no expectation to share yourself or even your drawing with the group unless it
feels good for YOU. However you feel to join this space you are welcome and celebrated.

Pussy Portraits & Life Drawing
Friday 09:00 -11:00 /  ANGEL's HAVEN



WHO :
Denise loves to create nourishing meals in all the colors of the rainbow. Developing her skills
and depeening her natural understanding of the alchemy of food. Her soul language speaks
healthy nutrition for the body and therefore the mind. Her superpower is combining flavors
into explosion in the mouth. She is studying Nutrition Health coaching to spread this
important knowledge with likeminded and those who want to become.

Alejandro is an attentive and curious student of life, consultant in holistic nutrition, and
vision seeker. Since very young (13) he started his curiosity in how to expand his sexuality
through Tantra. At the age of 20 he was the youngest in the deferents courses of Tantra in
Buenos Aires. He started discovering alternative and more natural lifestyle choices and began
exploring with different layers of energy through Reiki, massage, aromatherapy. Today based
in Berlin, where he founded
 Heartful Nutrition, where he propose activities for 
nourishing the connections between the 
bodies in present moment through the 
explorations of the senses, with 
food,textures and temperatures, 
aromatherapy.

FOOD OF DESIRE 
(Blindfolded sensual food tasting)

DENISE AUER &
ALEJANDRO ABREGU



 The relationship between food and sexual delight has been known since time immemorial and
there has always been an attempt to lend them erotic properties, due to their shapes and
colours; aphrodisiac properties. 

LOVE WHAT YOU EAT AND EAT WHAT YOU LOVE
This workshop will awaken your desire, bring peace ro your mind and deepen your connection
and intimacy to Self. 
Awaken the senses 
Smell your food 
Touch your food
Feel your food - where can you feel it - how does it feel -how does it stimulate

Eating with all our senses connects us to food
ENJOY eating more by slowing down

The result of eating amazing is FEELING AMAZINGThe result of FEELING AMAZING within ourself
can enhance FEELING MORE AMAZING TOGETHER
A sensual eating exercise, tuning your awareness into the subtle sensations and pleasure
that can be experienced through taste eating blindfolded using the 4 senses.

FOOD OF DESIRE 
(Blindfolded sensual food tasting)
Saturday 11:00 -12:30 /  VENUS

DENISE AUER &
ALEJANDRO ABREGU



La siesta : buffalo drums sound healing 
Kindness with others start with
Yourself
WHO :
Music has always been my therapy. I have known deep down the power of Sound. I've
realised as a professional Dj for 20 years that everything is energy and Its All Connected.
I ve learned Sound Therapy at BAST , The British Academy of Sound Therapy in Uk, I also
play Chao Gong and Crystal Bowls.

JAYNE MANCIP

Kindness with others start with
Yourself
This workshop explores many ways to be Kinder with our Mind, Body & Soul

During this workshop, we'll see how to create our own 
sacred space integrating a morning routine, transition 
to a more suitable diet to raise our vitality level and 
extend an ''exponential happyness potential'', Kindness
 through the Energetic power and Vibrations of words, 
The power of Now to deal with our emotions and
 finally, the keys to get a better sleep. 

Saturday 9:00 -10:30 /  ISHTAR



La siesta  
Buffalo drums sound healing 

JAYNE MANCIP

LA SIESTA, very connected and grounded event is a DRUM MASSAGE SOUND BATH with
therapeutic percussions in the grass, by the sun, with the birds on background. ( as
long as the weather allow us this privilege ! ) it can be indoor lay on a mat with
confortable pilows too. 

Drum Massage Therapy has a lots of benefits : 
Group drumming opens doors, enhances self-esteem, ensures a healthy workout,
stimulates our minds, boosts our creative potential, makes us laugh and connects us
on many levels. Very good for concentration, It also builds bridges, heightens
awareness and strengthens bonds.

The vibration of sound is healing, deeply soothing and releasing the blocks.
Sound and vibration travels efficiently through the body as the body is mostly water. 
Singing bowls have been used to access Mind/Body/Spirit for centuries as
therapeutic percussions.

 mademoisellejayne.com 

Thursday 15:00 -17:00 /  IEMANJA

http://www.mademoisellejayne.com/


Neuro tuning sessions ‘Be Light’
WHO :
Resonance Space (founder Ivo Vossen) is a platform for Next Generation Light & Sound &
Vibrational Healing. With over 2,5 million streams, Resonance Space is one of the big
names in brainwave entrainment.
Born in the 70ties by anthropological parents I got contact to alternative healing
methods and meditation in early years.
After having some traumatic experiences and touring for years as musician or sound
engineer around the world I developed my own biohacking way of connecting with your
inner wisdom stimulated by light & sound. Meanwhile I composed or produced hundreds
of mantra or Soundhealing tracks and gave numerous  audio visual Neuro Tuning
Sessions all around the world. In September we will release these session in the holistic
app BE LIGHT.

IVO VOSSEN

Thursday  21:00 -23 00 /  SAGRADA FEMINA

Friday 21:00 -23 00 / GARDEN SALON

Neuro tuning sessions ‘Be Light’

BE LIGHT - The future of meditation.

Effortlessly flow into heightened levels of focus, flow, and 
well-being with BE LIGHT’s science-based light & sound 
stimulation (Neuro Tuning)Just make yourself comfortable, 
close your eyes and tune in to your inner wisdom.
Ancient wisdom meets modern science.
A guided next generation light & sound bioresonance bath.

This sessions is not suitable for participants to flickering light.



Body conscious tango- Embrace Connection
Body conscious tango- Creative Improvisation
Animal Flow
WHO : 
Luciano Troncoso is a teacher and multidisciplinary artist.  Apart from tango he
also learned contemporary dance and folklore, which he currently teaches as well.
Luciano has visited, danced and taught in more than 28 countries and performed
shows in various stages and he is also a juggler, magician, fire artist, actor and
model. Among the places 
where he gave classes are tango academies,hotels, state schools and festivals.

DIEGO SANOGUERA &
LUCIANO TRONCOSO

Diego Sanoguera is a tango enthusiast and music festival lover. These two
elements combined eventually took him to offer tango workshops in different
electronic music festivals and events. Though he never made a 
living out of teaching, his passion for dancing and 
connection led him through the teaching path. 
In order to adapt the workshop to the festivals' 
audience, he added components 
from contact improvisation 
and tantra.



DIEGO SANOGUERA &
LUCIANO TRONCOSO

Body conscious tango- Embrace
Connection
Everybody needs a hug. Forget about the heterosexist clichés associated with tango and
understand it as a danced fusion of two bodies, regardless of gender. As an act of radical
listening to each other, we will explore different ways of connecting with people, in
partners and also collectively through different exercises, focusing on the embrace as a
tool to enter a trance state. 

Body conscious tango- Creative
Improvisation
Improvisation can be used to bring joy to one's life, and we will focus on this aspect
using tango as a mean. After teaching the embrace, posture and basic steps in tango, we
will open doors to creativity, finally entering the walking meditation state. Not focusing
so much in technicalities, but in releasing the artist inside you.

Animal Flow
If yoga and Capoeira were to have a baby, it would look like animal flow. Using the
strength and stability the ground offers us, we will explore different work-out
movements, with equally graceful and powerful transitions. This system is designed to
improve strength, power, flexibility, mobility, and coordination for body and mind. Learn
how to move like an “Ape” or a “Crab”, and reveal the gentle beast inside you! 

Friday  09:00 -11:00 / SALON

Friday 17:30 -19: 00 / CIELO

Sunday 15:00 -16:30 / CIELO



Authentic relating; a tantric speeddating
While we’re falling; conscious touch & body
exploration with ropes
Bonding through rituals: Spiritual &
philosophical pillars of bdsm
WHO : 
Jaandrée is a tantra therapist (bodywork, energy work and de-armouring), & a yoga
teacher, working with both individuals and groups. 
Her background lies as a therapist & organization/team developer, working with
inclusion, normawareness, empowerment, team building & process leading. Her aim
is to support people in fully letting go, meeting one self in a safe space, held in love
& vulnerability. Supporting people to come back into love & our way of being
mesmerized like children. She believes that If you feel safe, You dare to (s)explore,
you interesse your wellbeing & stay positive towards yourself & others.
Jaandrée is passionate to use all senses to come closer to one self, to really feel.
She used her full presence, the body, breath, sound & 
movement as tools for healing & awakening. 
Her way through the sexpositive world 
started as Young & curious, exploring 
different kinds of relationships, ways 
of being intimate & free in mind, 
body & soul. Surrounding herself 
with like-minded crazy & loving 
fellow beings.

JAANDRE BORELIUS



Authentic relating; a tantric speeddating

Meet yourself through deep connection with others. What arises in you when you gift your
authentic self in full loving presence? When you show up & allow whatever is alive in you to
be shown, accepted & explored in the connection with your self & other beings.
Dive deep in a safe, playful & explorative space. Come as you are, Fully you, fully free

While we’re falling; conscious touch &
body exploration with ropes

How can we explore the sense of surrendering, of fully letting go & allowing someone else
to hold us. Discover the art of soft surrendering through tantric ropes, using your body as
a support to open & support.
This is a safe & explorative space for you & your partner (lover, friend, sister, brother,
date, love of your life) to connect on a deeper level of trust, Through conscious touch &
shibari. Surrender into your beloved - To be held & hold in loving presence 

JAANDRE BORELIUS

Thursday 17:30 -19:30 / ZIVA

Saturday 11:30 -13:00 / SAGRADA FEMENINA 



Kindfulness at Work
Liberating Male Sexuality 

WHO : 
Dr. Nico Rönpagel is enthusiastic about novel expressions of wisdom in today’s
world of unprecedented complexities and possibilities. Equipped with a PhD in art
education (UNSW Australia) and a research-based understanding of the benefits of
meditation and embodiment, he is an expert for mindful leadership and
compassionate company culture. Over the past 15 years he has brought
consciousness practices to corporate environments, universities, art museums and
classical music. As co-founder of WEVOLVE, Nico has worked with Non-Profits and
digital start-ups as well as with established companies such as eBay and Mercedes.
In addition to his committed meditative and embodiment practice of 20 years, his
further sources of inspiration are evolutionary philosophy, constellation work and
aesthetic inquiry. 

NICO ROENPAGEL



Kindfulness at Work

While we often practice deep kindness with our friends, in sacred communities and
at gatherings, such as, the Hedoné Seminar, many of us feel helpless bringing a
similar degree of humanness into our professional relationships. Whether we work
as independent freelancers, in an agile start-up, or in a traditional corporation, we
all interact with various stakeholders, like clients, colleagues, and collaborators.
This workshop aims to empower us to develop more “kindfulness” in our work
relationships. Through reflective inquiry and sharing practices participants learn
specific approaches and methods to courageously cultivate more kind connections
at work.

Liberating Male Sexuality 

Male sexuality is generous, complex, scary, misunderstood and sacred. To come to a
deeper sense of what actually constitues “male sexulality” in our current times, in
this workshop we activate the collective knowing of constellation work. We first
collect ideas and factors that inform male sexulaity before attuning with our
intuitive bodies. The following constellation work is an open process that aims to
bring insight and healing on personal and collective levels. Constellation work is a
powerful practice to bring previously invisible relationships and shadows to light by
embracing them compassionately. 

NICO ROENPAGEL

Friday 09:00 -11:00 / VENUS

Saturday 11:30 -13:30 / IEMANJA



Trilogy: Intuitive Liberation
Part I: Introdcution into the method of Intuitive Liberation
Part II: Experience a healing ritual by whitnessing a
demonstration on a volunteer
Part III: Hands on. Learning how to do healing body work in pairs

WHO : 
It was 1988 when Agnieszka’s parents migrated with her as a two year old from soviet
Poland to West Berlin. The upbringing in order to become a “good catholic girl“ ignited
her early rebellion in the search for genuine love, equality and freedom. Studying a
Master in Intercultural Communication, playing around within disciplines, languages and
worlds,gave her time in the quest to answer the question: “Who am I?“.After finishing
her university career, she finally got a “knock“ at the top of her head while biking in the
woods of Sweden,hearing a voice that was telling her: You are a healer.   Of course: she
freaked out. But there was no way out of it. In 2015 a second life began: another long
journey, where she went trough challening, but also pleasant transformation processes-
this time learning from deeply embodied life experience.
Thanks to her self study, mentors and
 teachers Agnieszka is giving sessions for 
emotional and sexual healing since 2017. 
Her goal is to continuously unfold through 
liberation, learning from both outer and
 inner sources. As many, she believes 
cultivating wholeness and soulfulness 
within can bring us forward in 
manifesting utopia on earth.

AGNIESZKA WESO 



Part I: Introduction into the method of
Intuitive Liberation 
Obligatory, if you want to join the experience of it.

Part II: Experience a healing ritual by
whitnessing a demonstration on a volunteer

This is a co- creative space. I invite you to join in serenity and with the power of your
heart. After tuning in together, I will pick either a volunteer of the group or a back up
model fort the sexual healing ritual. The person should be nude or with underpants. 

AGNIESZKA WESO 

Part III: Hands on. Learning how to do
healing body work in pairs 

I will guide you into giving and receiving intuitive and structured healing treatments on
each others -preferably nudy- bodies. This might involve working with sexual energy
and genitals, but is not obligatory. This is a co- creative space. I invite you to join in
serenity and with the power of your heart. After tuning in together, I will pick either a
volunteer of the group or a back up model fort the sexual healing ritual. The person
should be nude or with underpants. 

Thursday  18:00 -19:00 / ANGEL's HAVEN

Friday  15:00 -17:00 / ZIVA

Saturday 09:00 -11:00 / ZIVA



 The Blind Touch
 

 1- Open for All (Every Body is welcome)
 2- Women only

 YES I CARE - CONSENT & BOUNDARIES
WHO : 
Romain is in his early 30s and came to Berlin only in 2020 after traveling the last 4
years around the globe, seeing, learning & experiencing this beautiful, weird,
extraordinary & polarizing world. Now he is ready to settle down with his partner and to
build his dream here in Berlin. A dream of a community 
that shares his values and perspectives, creating a 
safe space for everyone who wants to dive deep 
into a vulnerable, authentic, naked and intimate 
place of themselves through workshops & 
gatherings. His message he wants to 
communicate with VANI is, nudity is not 
automatically connected to sexuality, 
it’s one's choice.

ROMAIN VIGUIER



Most of us recognize the world only through the eyes, and even then, we don’t really
see but only recognize things through our own filter, through our own perspective and
miss the reality in its pure way.
In my Workshop The Blind Touch it’s all about being a witness of what is real & what is
in your imagination, in your own reality. Become more aware, feel, feel deeply and truly
into what is around you, without judging or thinking about it, just recognize your
emotions.
How do we approach this in the Workshop?
After a short round of getting to know each other and talking about the guidelines and
about consent in this Workshop, you will blindfold yourself, so until the very end you
won’t see anything and your other senses will increase. In the next step you’ll undress
consciously by not only removing your clothes but also all your judgment, your
thoughts, your anxiety & any other emotion you don’t want to have right now. Then you
can dive deeply into vulnerability, and through nudity and the blindfolding, your other
senses will be at their maximum. Enjoy it, feel it, embrace it. After you got a bit used
to this situation, my assistant and I will guide you and pair you up with a random
person and the exercise rounds will begin slowly. In the first round, we will choose a
“giver” & “receiver”. The receiver can choose their position (standing, sitting, lying
down front or back) and the giver adapts and starts to give (strokes, massage, hugs...)
After a while we switch and the giver becomes the receiver and the other way round....
During the whole workshop there won’t be any penetration but it still can become very
sexual depending on your and your partners energy.
At the end of the workshop you will get the chance to either keep the fantasy of who
was your partner or you both decide you want to know...

ROMAIN VIGUIER

The Blind TouchWOMEN- Friday  21:00 -23:00 / ZIVA

MIXED GENDER- Saturday 11:30 -13:30 / ZIVA



With this workshop we would like to give the possibility to everyone to be on the same
level of knowledge about consent, boundaries, values and guidelines.
Throughout the workshop we will communicate guidelines how to create a safe space,
we will take a moment to reflect and agree on these guidelines together, and we will
guide you through a series of exercises where you can experience the sense of your
own boundaries, communicate them in a healthy way, practicing taking NO for an
answer, understanding the wheel of consent and experience self-care.
Consciousness about these topics is the key to a wonderful journey to and through
yourself. Creating a space for those who want to jump into their own vulnerability and
authenticity and experience awareness on another level through all kinds of different
teachings and workshops!
Please come as you are, we will walk a little of the way together.
 

ROMAIN VIGUIER

YES I CARE - CONSENT & BOUNDARIES
Friday  15:00 -17:00 / CIELO



7 chakra Sound Activation
WHO : 
Rania is an Internationally renowned speaker, teacher, author, and singer-songwriter
who has been featured on numerous TV and radio shows for her contribution to the
health, dance, and the wellness world. In addition to being highly sought after as a
Dakini life coach and sound healer who inspires others to inspire themselves, Rania is
a certified yoga instructor, dance instructor, personal trainer, Kriya Meditation
teacher, and Usui Reiki Healer, Rania graduated from the School of Womanly Arts and
from Tantra source school under Charles Muir. Her interests include travel, dancing,
and laughing.
@magiclovequeen

RANIA JAZIRI

7 chakra Sound Activation

Since ancient lifetime sound has been used as an activation 
to clear and align your mind body and spirit.I’m this session 
Rania will use her crystal healing bowls as well
 as her voice to guide you to your voice a
ctivation. Be prepared to renew and reset 
every cell of your body. 

Friday  17:30 -19:00 / ISHTAR

Sunday 12:00 - 13:00 / CIELO



AUM Meditation 
Mandala Breathwork

WHO : 
Tim has been practicing Vipassana meditation for many years. On his path he
discovered the teachings of Osho and was happy to have found an active way of
meditating while connecting with others. The transformative work also integrated
well with Tim's neverending search for personal development. He is also a
practitioner and Master of NLP and facilitates workshops and retreats for personal
growth and transformation. At the Osho Humaniversity he became the 801th AUM
Meditation Leader in the world.
"Expression is the opposite of depression" is something that resonates a lot with Tim
and therefore he encourages you to leave your comfort zone for you own benefit and
growth. As a enthusiast of live Tim is into bio hacking, personal development,
dancing, breathing in any form, health, nutrition & mindfulness.  
Tim works at Google and leads the global mindfulness 
programm “gPause” for EMEA and is a site lead 
for gPause in Dublin. He regularly hosts 
workshops in meditation, yoga and 
breathwork. Tim has trained with 
Wim Hof himself and is a certified 
practitioner of the Biodynamic 
Breathwork & Trauma Release method.

TIM HERMANN 



Aum Meditation

The Humaniversity AUM Meditation is a guided journey through your emotional life. It uses
a range of techniques from catharsis to awareness in a group setting. It will help you
transform stress and painful emotions into creativity and well-being. The goal is to make
friends with yourself and others.
Before we start we will get familiar with the stages and have a warm up. People who
never done the AUM Meditation before will need to have a short check-in call/ with Tim
and arrive a bit earlier on the day. This is just to make sure that everyone can have a safe
and beautiful experience.

Mandala breathwork
Mandala Breathwork supports a deep encounter through connected breathing and
consciously looking each other in the eye.
It is not uncommon for the experience to be described as “something of the most
beautiful thing there is” and as a “deep encounter with oneself through the other
person”. Mandala Breathwork creates a connection between the participants that is
often unrealized in everyday life .

TIM HERMANN 

Friday  11:30 -13:30 / IEMANJA

Thursday 15:00 -17:00 / ISHTAR



Dancing the Unknown ( blindfold dance) 
Touch&Movement Lab

WHO : 
I'm Naomi-Elisha, a dance artist and tantra practitioner based in Berlin. My research
focuses on deep embodiment of intimacy and deconstruction of shame. In addition
to my work with dance and somatic techniques, I have been around working on sex
positive events for a few years now. 
I am a graduate of Rogelio Rivel Centre of Circus Arts in Barcelona, Dance Intensive
at Tanzfabrik Berlin and from October 2021 a student at HZT Berlin. I received my
tantra training from Ulrike Liehm at Yindo Berlin. I have held sessions and performed
in Berlin, Barcelona and Tel Aviv.

NAOMI ELISHA 

Dancing the unknown
( blindfold dance)
This is a physical practice, deriving from Tantra philosophy, somatic work and
contemporary dance. It is a creative research on dealing with the unknown through
blindfold dancing. If our current global situation teaches us anything, it is the need
to practice uncertainty. By eliminating visual perception, we can enter an elevated
state of consciousness, and so, the body finds new ways to receive information. We
will look for strategies in relating to our interpersonal and transpersonal
surroundings and to bridge over gaps in our knowledge and find fresh inspiration
for a holistic expression.

Saturday 09:00 -10:30 / SALON



Touch & Movement Lab

This workshop explores the ways touch can inform our dancing. In the first part of
this somatic practice, we will play with different qualities, intensities, rhythms and
forms of touch. We will focus on giving our bodies what they need, so that we can
enter a state of hypersensitivity and deep listening - to ourselves, others and the
space. 
The second part will be dedicated to the investigation of the intimate space we have
created together, in movement. We will follow improvisation scores where we will
focus on embodiment of the experience. This is an invitation to compose dance out of
honesty and generosity.

NAOMI ELISHA 

Saturday 15:00 -16:00 / CIELO



Shibari beginner workshop
Shibari improvisation workshop
(advanced)
Ropes, sex and consent workshop

WHO : 
Chris has been involved in the conscious, sex positive scene in Berlin for many years
and at some point discovered his love for rope. The art of tying beautifully integrates
his deeply rational side as an engineer and his passionate, emotional side of human
connection and creative flow. Shibari has elements of dance, massage, meditative
trance states and deep human trust. Chris’ style mainly focuses on the human
elements and emotions which Shibari can evoke without being dogmatic about a
specific school or type. Among the many different teachers he learned from the most
influential ones were Tamandua, Marika/Gorgone, 
Gestalta, Osada Steve and Felix Ruckert. 
He started giving workshops in the burning 
man scene and at private events and 
from there slowly extended his reach 
to inspire more people with ropes. 
It fills him with true joy to witness 
other people getting a glimpse of 
how ropes can help us connect to 
others and ourselves.

CHRISTIAN HAUG



Shibari beginner 
Learning the fundamental technical skills to tie with another person, particularly the
single column tie, and make sure it gets enough into your muscle memory so you can
focus on the actual beauty of creative rope play. Based on this basic knot you will
learn how to facilitate an emotional tying session and connect with your partner while
starting to forget the technical details but getting into a state of flow together. You
will learn about small details in rope and body handling which will enable the person
you are tying to drop deeper into a state of surrender.

CHRISTIAN HAUG

Shibari improvisation (advanced)
This workshop requires some fundamental rope tying knowledge such as familiarity
with tying a single column tie with closed eyes. You can acquire this knowledge at the
beginner workshop, by yourself or approach me during Hedone for a short practice
exercise to get there. Based on this basic skill you will here learn how to improvise
during your rope practice. You will learn how to do “Ichinawa” (one rope play) and
develop your own style based on knowledge of frictions and dimensions of play such
as intensity, speed and space.An optional component of this workshop is getting into
the basics of partial suspension if there’s time and interest from the participants.

Ropes, sex and consent workshop
The play with ropes creates a unique imbalance of power and responsibility. This is
part of the beauty and a risk at the same time. In this workshop you will learn how to
communicate with a rope partner before and during the session. How to involve
sexuality in your play with ropes (or not). How the dynamics of consent are impacted
by the trance state of the rope model...

Friday  09:00 -11:00 / SAGRADA FEMENINA 

Saturday  11:30 -13:30 / ISHTAR

Thursday  17:30 -19:30 / IEMANJA



The healing voice 
The channel
WHO : 
My name is Frederike. I am a musician and a spirit healer.
Within the last years, I learned to open my mind for the great spirit. Ever since then,
I practice meditation, chakra clearing and shamanic rituals. Also I am a seer and a
medium.
I want to give people the possibility to find to their natural power and connect to
the god in us. My power is the healing manifestation and I love to invite every soul
to the cosmic love that lives in each person and every creature on earth. My heart
beats for boundless joy and happiness.

FREDERIKE JENDER



The healing voice 
Within my workshop we will activate the healing sound of the voice. A sound is a
holy manifesting power that brings positive energy to our system. I will teach how
to hold a good vibrating sound that helps to clear the chakras. Also I want to invite
to find the personal healer song by following the great spirit and connect it to the
intuition. There will also be space to integrate the heart sound in the group with the
beat of the shamanic drum. Percussion instruments are welcome.

The channel

FREDERIKE JENDER

This workshop is about how you can create to „talk with yourself“ in a higher
dimension. We are all blessed by god.
I want to invite you to my dimension of talking with myself.
II will tell you how I work as a medium and channel through my inner eyes.
This is a possibility to talk to someone who sees the energies through a channel
which has cosmic intelligence.
If you want to learn the same, that’s why you should be here.

Saturday 09:00 -10:30 / VENUS

Friday  15:00 -16:00 / VENUS



WHO : 
Joshua Sam Miller is an international recording artist, multimedia producer and
environmental conservationist based in Costa Rica. He specializes in creating
meditative beats and composing original sound journeys to transport listeners to a
heightened state of consciousness. He grew up scuba diving and has developed a
deep appreciation for the oceans. He has performed in the United States, Costa
Rica, Bali, Australia, Thailand, India and Portugal. Joshua composes music for yoga
studios, meditation apps, corporate wellness programs and collaborates with
environmental organizations and government organizations around the world. He
also produces and hosts The Embodied Sounds Podcast, which explores how music
and sound can improve our mental, emotional, spiritual and physical health.

Sounds of the Ocean

JOSHUA SAM MILLER 



Sounds of the Ocean

Sounds of the Ocean is a mystical sound journey to connect with marine life in support
of ocean conservation. Come join us on a sound journey beneath the sea combining
recordings of whales, dolphins and other marine life with live instruments including
clarinet, singing bowls, melodic percussion and vocals. We will listen through high-
quality wireless headphones for a fully immersive audio experience to support your
highest wellbeing. This offering supports stress reduction and improves mental health,
leaving participants in a deeply restful state

JOSHUA SAM MILLER 

Thurdsay  17:30 -19:30 / SAGRADA FEMENINA 

Friday 11:00 -13:00 / SAGRADA FEMENINA 



WHO : 
Lisa Demma is the head of content for a SexTech company that produces feminist
audio porn for women. Her expertise lies in knowing how and why people connect to
particular types of voice (intimately or otherwise) and how to guide voice artists to
find the sweet spot. Lisa is also a filmmaker, 
currently finishing up her first feature-length 
music documentary.
 
Michael Lane is a spoken-audio producer, 
writer and voiceover artist. His expertise 
is in communicating character, emotion and 
sensuality using only the voice and a story.
 Michael also leads narrative 
workshops, most recently the 
Storytelling for Transformational 
Change session at the Gardens of 
Babylon retreat at the start of 
the summer.

The Connecting Power of your Voice 
Storytelling Essentials for
Transformative Change
The CHAIR installation

MICHAEL LANE & 

       LISA DEMMA



The Connecting Power of your Voice 

The intention
People tend to hate hearing their voice. We want to create a safe, loving space for
people to grow to love their voice, so they feel comfortable using it to connect with
others in an intimate setting. By understanding the emotional and communicative
potential within the voice and through the kindness of others, we can unlock a new
sensual power.
Please note
This workshop won’t involve physical contact, but there will likely be an element of sensory deprivation
(e.g. blindfolds), which can be intense. We will lay down clear guidelines on how to communicate if it
gets too much. As always: be kind, be empathetic, be understanding.

The participants will be guided through a series of exercises that isolate the voice from
the other senses (specifically touch and sight) to focus purely on sound. At the start -
and between the stages - they will learn a little of the science. These parts will be very
involved (plenty of questions to the participants, not just a lecture).

MICHAEL LANE & 

       LISA DEMMA

Storytelling Essentials forTransformative
Change

What makes a story? By going back to the basics of storytelling through group and
individual exercises, we will learn to reframe personal conflict into change and how to
apply the lessons to your life: past, present and future

Thurdsay  15:00 -17:00 / ANGEL'S HAVEN

Friday 15:00 -16:30 / ANGEL'S HAVEN



WHO : 
Since her childhood it was always the love for music and movement that gave
Norema energy. Norema grew up dancing ballet and singing in a classical choir. At
the age of 19 she completed her first yoga teacher training at Yoga Vidya, later she
was drawn to the source of India. Here she experienced the yoga spirit and was
able to deepen her yoga knowledge through a two months Hatha Intensive
Training. However, what makes her heart beat the highest is chanting mantras.
"When we sing mantras we give our soul a bath" Feeling this herself and
introducing other people to the world of mantras excites Norema. Norema lives in
Berlin since 2017, where she teaches yoga and leads mantra singing sessions.
Norema's three stacks are yoga, mantra and coaching, which she combines in her
very own way.

Mantra Singing

NOREMA PAW

Mantra Singing
Experience the healing power of mantra.
By singing mantra we can release inner blockages and connect 
with our purest form of being. Kirtan singing is a form
 of meditation that gives us new energy and peace.
It is not about singing "beautifully", but about 
what you feel while singing. Basically the 
workshop consists of warm-up exercises,
 a heart meditation, background knowledge 
about mantras and the practical experience of kirtan. 
The workshop is for everyone who wants to express
 themselves as a sound body and enjoys singing.

Thurdsay  11:00 -12:00 / ISHTAR



Real Tattoo. 
Mark your body, Mark your soul.

SELUNE

Let me feel your wish and create a personalised tattoo adapted from models, or
from intuition. Let's create mix medium size tattoo, high quality, around
spirituality and aesthetics

Friday & Saturday   / APHRODITE



WHO : 
Marina is a young woman living and loving in the forest surrounded Eberswalde.
She’s currently exploring her polarities on the quest to find wholeness within.
Her main art and tool of expressing and exploring the depths of her soul and her
connection to the greater whole is through her body and especially through dance.
Her path leads her to landing and anchoring her soul deeper and deeper in matter, in
her physical manifestation, deeply routed in the earth instead of transcending and
flying to somewhere else.
That’s a big piece of what she intends to transmit to the humans around her in the
work with women and the art of dance

TranscenDance
Self-Love Ritual for women

MARINA LUNASOL

TranscenDance
“Hello beautiful humans,
This workshop is for you if you freakin love to dance!
Come to this workshop if you enjoy to express your emotions and sensations through
movement, through dance.
Your anger, pain, joy, grief, ecstasy, pleasure, shyness, tenderness and whatever wants
to be felt and moved through is welcome here.
We will open heart and body, listen deeply and follow our intuitive movement impulses.
This is for you if you want to use your body and the music as tool to release, let go,
express and feel whatever is present and authentic and alive.”

Thurdsay  15:30 -17:00 / SAGRADA FEMENINA  



Self-Love Ritual for women

MARINA LUNASOL

“Hello my love,
Do you long for a space where all of you is welcome and celebrated?
Where your body, your heart and soul is nourished?
Then I warmly invite you to come to the Self-Love Ritual for women (all womb holding
humans welcome).
We will gather to care for our bodies, deeply listen to our wombs and yonis, cherish
ourselves and each other, open our hearts for the love that is available there and bathe in
this yummy energy.”

Friday  17:30 -19:00 / ISHTAR



WHO :
Four years living in Berlin, eight years teaching experience incl. Vinyasa, Ashtanga,
Hatha Yoga and inversion, handstand, headstand, forearm stand workshops. Teaching
at Yoga on the Move, Hi!yoga, Greenyoga and a view others. 
Next to love and yoga, I enjoy making music, mostly artsy synth technoid music and
ambient astronaut space music. Artist name Lefuce https://soundcloud.com/lefuce
Sometimes I get to play my own music during yoga classes. This is how
#YogaBeatsBerlin came to be. 
I will host three yoga classes during our time in 
this shared paradise.
- heart opening and love and fear and space
- hip opening and anger and letting go 
and create
- forward fold and handstand and be present 
and listen

YOGA
- Heart opening 
- Forward fold and handstand 
- Hip opening 

SEBASTIAAN BRINKMAN

Thurdsay  09:00 -10:30 / CIELO

Friday 11:00 -12:30 / VENUS

Saturday 09:00 -10:30 / ANGEL'S HAVEN

https://soundcloud.com/lefuce
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


WHO :
Bernhard Tewes in an award winning hypnotherapist and works in his practice "Kiez
Hypnose Berlin" since 2012. He is creator and CEO of HypnoBox - The Hypnosis App.
Bernhard loves developing new hypnosis techniques and workshops and is know as a
pioneer his field. www.kiez-hypnose.de

Esther Nguema (Madrid/Spain) works as a self-esteem and relationship coach.
Expert in Emotional Intelligence, Cognitive Science and Connected Movement. Speaker
and Communication Trainer. www.esthernguema.com

NON VERBAL HYPNOSIS
ECSTATIC BREATH
HEALING TOTEM DANCE
HYPNO TANTRA

BERNHARD TEWES 

& ESTHER NGUEMA

Ecstatic Breath® by Bernhard Tewes is the next level 
of conscious dancing. Shift your energy through 
yogic and shamanic breathwork while moving 
your body freely to a dynamic DJ set.

Ecstatic breath
Saturday  13:30 -15:00 /SAGRADA FEMENINA 

http://www.kiez-hypnose.de/
http://www.esthernguema.com/
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


BERNHARD TEWES 

& ESTHER NGUEMA

This workshop is a deep trance experience with the focus on self-healing.
Non-verbal hypnosis, where not a single word is spoken, is a great way to activate your
inner healer. The healing process is not influenced by the hypnotist’s words.
The hypnotist merely deepens your trance by touching specific hypnogenous and
meridian zones, taking up contact with your aura and your energy field. Stuck emotions
can be released through this process, so that healing can take place

Supported by David & Akwasi

Non verbal hypnosis

Healing Totem dance

A journey through dance and hypnotic meditation in which we connect with the teachings,
wisdom and gifts of animals.

Hypno Tantra

Activate and play with your sexual energy while being in a beautiful trance. Connect deeply
with your partner, explore your fantasies and enjoy the immense pleasure. Couples only!

Saturday 11:30 -13:00 / ANGEL'S HAVEN

Friday 15:00 -17:00 / GARDEN SALON

Friday 09:00 -11:00 / ZIVA

https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


WHO :
I’m inspired by the ancient practices of Shamanism, Yoga, Meditation, Tantra, Tao, as
well as newer fields like Psychology, Sociology, Therapy, Mindfulness, Quantum Energy
Healing. Infused with passion for Art, Holistic Healing and Collective Consciousness
Awakening. Connecting Earthly with Celestial ways, Witch-y with Priestess-y, 3D with
Multidimensional.
What ignites my soul the most are Divine Feminine Arts - Mystic Dance, Womb Rituals
and Sensual Embodiment, as well as Women’s Empowerment and awakening the
Feminine Essence and balancing polarities in each being. 
I blend gathered pieces with own body wisdom and the alchemy of the present
moment, creating unique experiences designed for blossoming of people’s inner light
and potential. I would call myself as Lovingly Devoted Daughter of Gaia, harmonizing
vibrations and influences. 
Beauty Muse, Joy Fairy, Mystic Ritualist, 
Metamorphosis Doula and New Earth Visionary. 
Bringing forth the medicine of the Stars, 
Moon and Venus.

@aleksandra.julia.rose

Venus Temple ~ Womb Blossom 
(Ceremony for Women) 
Lunar Sun ~ Re-Union 
(Ceremony for Men and Women)

ALEKSANDRA JULIA ROSE 

https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


A ritualistic space for beings with wombs to dive into our hearts and souls & the inner
gardens of our and the Cosmic Yoni. Reconnecting with the Divine Feminine energy within
and outside of ourselves. Cultivating deep self love and sisterhood. Sensual embodiment,
sacred feminine arts & mystical dance. Inspired by traditions of temple dance, tantra, tao
and shamanism. Awakening and activating the medicine of the Priestess archetype.
This is for you if you want to use your body and the music as tool to release, let go,
express and feel whatever is present and authentic and alive.”

Venus Temple ~ Womb Blossom 
(Ceremony for Women) 

Shiva & Shakti, Sun & Moon, a Man & a Woman. Ritual of Re-Union of our inner Polarity.
Playful, imaginative and exploratory Lab of the Feminine and Masculine energies within our
own being and in relation to others. Partly orchestrated and guided by the facilitator and
partly unfolding in a natural flow of the Collective Soul wisdom through practices inspired
by tantra, tao and shamanism. Sacred circle, Embodiment, Group Alchemy, Ritual of
Devotion. Reclaiming state of Harmony and Balance. Magnetic field opened for Magic of Co-
Creation of all the participants.

ALEKSANDRA JULIA ROSE 

Lunar Sun ~ Re-Union 
(Ceremony for Men and Women)

Thursday 17:30 -19:00 / SALON

Friday 11:30 -13:30 / SALON

https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#
https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


WHO :
Samy El Moudni is a optimist mind obsessed by the creation of moments of
gathering. He notably created the internationally known Château Perché Festival and
the Label Perchépolis.
In 2021 the crew proposed les Vacances Romantiques, intense gathering of life lovers
in the wonderful castle of Soudun, France. Samy Djs also, from ambient to dark and
trippy technoids.
 

Protocole of Ecstasy
SAMY EL ZOBO

Protocole of Ecstasy

Group led by voices and gesture ecstatic dance workshop. Playful game of movement, re
-appropriation and empowerment of one's body and mind.

Friday 17:30 -19:30 / GARDEN SALON

https://email.ionos.de/appsuite/?tl=y#


H E D O N É  S E M I N A R

SPA
PR I VATE  SESS IONS

S E P T EMB E R  1 5 T H  T O  2 0 T H

G E RMAN Y



WHO :
Aurora is a KAP facilitator in Ibiza and France. For many years she has dedicated her work
to raise people's frequencies, connecting them to the energy and wisdom of their heart
and childlike soul, guiding them to feel at home in their bodies, shifting to a state of
love, peace and harmony in their inner and outer world. She feels on a mission to create
sacred spaces of high vibration for people to see beyond what they think they are. It
was through the Guatemalan Sacred Cacao ceremonies and ecstatic liberation dances
that she began to create transformative experiences that bring joy, freedom,
authenticity and fun to the process of opening hearts. 

Her journey with KAP - Kundalini Activation Process - started a year ago and it became
clear to her that this was what she had been waiting for for a long time...Today she is
one of the facilitators selected and trained by Venant Wong the founder of KAP, and she
can now transmit this energy. 
She feels privileged and honored today to have the 
opportunity to share a profound life-changing 
practice and to be of service to the higher 
frequency, helping the world to be a 
better place.

Instagram : kap_with_aurora 

KAP -Kundalini Activation Process
AURORA SUNRISE 



KAP is a direct transmission of Llife-force energy. This process was founded by Venant
Wong, who discovered he could activate a person’s Kundalini through touch by working
with the energy systems and meridian points. Certified KAP facilitators transmit non-
dual awareness and kundalini energy that enters through the crown chakra and flows
down toward the root chakra. Therefore, the combination of non-dual awareness and
universal life force (kundalini) energy is the Kundalini Activation Process.

Unlike most kundalini practices, such as kundalini yoga or tantra, this is not a self-
generating process where you are working to move your kundalini energy upwards, as
the energy rises, it can have some resistance when attempting to elevate. However, the
process of KAP is much different.
Since the energy is transmitted through the crown, it works to alleviate any stagnant
energies within the higher chakras before reaching the root chakra where eventually the
energies of the transmission and one’s own kundalini energy, begin to flow both ways.
It’s a very natural process that won’t shock the system in any way. By simply allowing
this intelligent energy to do exactly what your system needs in the moment, KAP is said
to produce profound effects.
Words fall short in describing the experience - it must be experienced to be fully
understood. As KAP is an embodiment practice it relieves us of our cognitive
attachments, allowing us to drop into a much deeper space of universal intelligence and
consciousness where phenomena can occur.

KAP-Kundalini Activation Process
AURORA 

PRIVATE GROUP SESSION FROM 5 TO 10 PEOPLE  

ON WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY - 50euros/pers - BOOK IN ADVANCE

Contact Aurora : +34 604 125 351

https://www.venantwong.com/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2005290110600143
https://www.gaia.com/article/what-is-kundalini-yoga
https://www.healthline.com/health/tantric-yoga


WHO :
Aurora & Isis met on their spiritual journey in Tulum and formed a sisterly bond, they have
since been collaborating on workshops together. As powerful forces in their own individual
nature, they both work to help heal & support women on their evolutionary pathway and self
growth. Together they are a planetary force and work in great symbiosis, bringing multiple
elements together, an abundance of wisdom to share and exciting practises. 

Cacao Ceremony (Max 40 people) 
CACAO is a divine, celestial drink, the sweat of the stars, the vital seed, divine nectar, the
drink of the gods.

An ancient sacred source of life, vitality and connection to mother nature. Rich in vitamins,
minerals, it serves as a natural mood elevator & stimulator with healing abilities.

Working with traditional mayan ancestral 
techniques, and the finest 100% 
Pure Grade Cacao, we will use the energy 
of the sacred plant to awaken the divine 
spirit within us, connecting deeper to our 
inner and outer worlds and our
ancestors.

Storytelling, Medicine Music, Cacao, 
Ritual, Movement & Embodiment Practise

CANDLELIT CACAO CEREMONY
ISIS & AURORA ASH

FRIDAY 21:00 - 22:30 - VENUS ROOM 

15 Euros Per Person / 40 spaces (Book in Advance)



MY STORY:
After my own healing journey that completely transformed my life inside and out I
realized how much I wanted to help others heal at all levels : spiritualy, mentaly
and physically. 
I am deeply passionate with human minds and helping them realize their true
potential. I firmly believe that working on ourselves is the key to make this world
a more conscious space where judgement, shame & guilt would completely
disappear. 

TREATMENT
An intuitive body treatment mixing massage techniques, acupressure &
reflexology. 
I feel your body and energy and create a unique experience according to what your
body needs. 

BODY TREATMENT / MASSAGE
VANI


